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Comfort
From feel to function  
to airflow.

Remarkable ease
User-friendly 
interfaces.

We dream of sleep.
At Philips Respironics, we know that good, sound sleep 
is vitally important at every age — to your work, your 
play, your physical and emotional well-being. That’s 
why we designed the Dream Family to help make 
treating your sleep apnea easy and comfortable.  
So you get the kind of sleep you need to help you  
feel more like yourself every day. 

A revolution in comfort 
and ease for treating 
sleep apnea.
The Dream Family is a comfortable, user-driven 
innovation that helps you get the sleep you need. 
Imagine lying in bed, reading or watching TV with 
nothing blocking your view. Imagine turning on your 
side, dozing off, rolling over and sleeping on your 
stomach — all while treating your sleep apnea. Now, you 
don’t have to imagine it. You can do it. Because we made 
the Dream Family user-friendly in every possible way.    

Patient driven
Guided by nearly  
700 patient trials.*

You’re In control
Stay motivated,  
get results.

*Data on file



The closest thing to wearing no mask at all.*

The open-face design provides superb comfort, 
allowing freedom of movement and the ability 
to choose your most comfortable sleep position. 
DreamWear is designed to be unlike any mask 
you’ve experienced.

› Users rate DreamWear more comfortable, more
stable, easier to use and more appealing than 
their prescribed mask.*

› Unique in-frame air-flow and an innovative air 
tube connection at the top of the head.

› Light, soft and flexible material. 

*2015 User Preference Questionnaire, data on file

The Dream Family
For the kind of sleep  
you dream of.

DreamWear DreamStation DreamMapper
Making sleep therapy simple, quiet and smart.

With easy-to-navigate menus, a sleek, compact 
design and quiet operation, DreamStation makes 
it simple to start, customize and continue your 
obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) therapy.

› Controls and interface at the front of the unit for
enhanced visibility on your nightstand.

› Colorful, easy-to-use display with icon-based 
navigation and daily feedback.

› Most comprehensive suite of connectivity options 
available among the leading CPAP brands.*

*Internal assessment of 2015 competitive CPAP data 
comparing to ResMed Airsense10/Aircurve10 platform 
and Fisher & Paykel Icon series platform.

Take charge of your sleep.

As a mobile app and online software, DreamMapper 
helps keep you motivated to take charge of treating 
your sleep apnea.

› See daily feedback on your progress.
› Set and track custom goals, and unlock 

achievements.
› Find guidance and informational videos to 

help you stay committed.
› Receive notifications about your therapy and 

DreamMapper compatible* equipment.

*To see which CPAP and BiPAP devices are compatible with
DreamMapper, visit sleepapnea.com/mydreammapper.

Live the dream.
Discover the whole story on the innovative, easy-to-use 
and comfortable Dream Family.  

Visit sleepapnea.com/dream for more information  
and to watch informative videos.

Call 844-537-2403 to learn more or to find a supplier 
near you. Monday-Friday, 8:30 am – 6:00 pm EST


